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A.) PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

1) Location 

The Quesnel Lake project was located in the Cariboo Mining Division, British Columbia, 60 
kilometres northeast of the city of Williams Lake and centred on the community of Horsefly 
(Figure 4a). 

2) Access and Physiography 

Access to the targeted areas consisted of a combination of 4-wheel drive pick-up, quad, and boat 
Ah work was based out of Williams Lake which is 70 kilometres by paved highway from the 
community of Horsefly. Much of the area is covered by a good network of logging roads and 
trails. The sampling on Quesnel Lake was completed with a private boat and use of a crew boat 
supplied by West Fraser Mills. 

The project lies in the Quesnel Highland physiographic region of the central B.C. interior. This 
region is characterized by broad valleys and gently rolling hills with elevations ranging from 2400 
f&et (730 metres) to 3200 feet (980 metres) above sea level. The project area is from the Quesnel 
Lake junction in the east to Beaver Valley in the west and is generally bounded by Quesnel Lake 
in the north. 

Over the past 40 years much of the project area has been logged. This logging has greatly 
improved the access and uncovered additional outcrops and rubble for geological evaluation 

3) DeSnition of Prospecting Targets 

Targets for the 2001 prospecting were defined by a compilation of 93 A Mintile, geology and 
regional geochemical data in conjunction with personal knowledge, particularly in the Redgold 
property area. Ten distinct prospecting targets were identified and are outhned~on the Regional 
Geochemical plans figure 44 5A,6A and 7A. 

4) Evaluation of Prospecting Targets 

Targets were evaluated based on observed geology, type of anomalous sample and ability to 
advance a target with limited sampling. Field information was collected using a combination of 
GPS and property locations. All information was compiled in an Excel data base. All the samples 
were plotted at a scale of 1:250,000 for the regional sampling. 

C.) GEOLOGY 

1.) Regional Geology (Figure 1) 
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Geologically, much of the project area is ~located in a structural feature known as the Quesnel 
Trough, a 30 kilometre wide, northwest-trending, Early Mesozoic age volcanic-sedimentary belt. 
The Quesnel Trough in the Horsefly area is a fault-bounded region that is flanked to the east by 
Precambrian to Paleozoic rocks of the Barkerville and Slide Mountain terranes and to the west by 
Paleozoic rocks of the Cache Creek terrane. The sampling on Quesnel Lake is underlain by the 
eastern Barkerville and Slide Mountain terranes. 

2.) Target Geology 

Targets I, II, III, IV, IX and Redgold are located in the Quesnel Trough geological feature. Their 
potential is seen as copper, gold, platinum and palladium mineralization associated with altered 
volcanic and intrusive rocks near intrusive centres. More recent modelling would also suggest 
potential for an iron oxide copper gold deposir. Targets V, VI and VII were anomalous regional 
geochemical sites hosted by Barkervihe terrain rocks. Target VIII is on the Eaglet Flourspar 
property. By sampling and mapping it was hoped to model these targets and identify areas 
warranting further exploration. 

F.) DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The regional geochemical results are compiled on the attached 1: 250,000 Geochemical Plans for 
copper I gold, platinum I palladium, silver I arsenic. The analytical reports are attached for silts 
and rocks as Appendices I and II. 

Three days were spent prospecting roads and traversing targets I and III. No rock as outcrop or 
float was identified that would explain the very high RGS gold geochemistry (1130 ppb and 1440 
ppb). There was extensive overburden masking these areas, so it was felt that it would be more 
effective conducting exploration in areas with less overburden. 

Target II is on the Likely road, Prospecting in the area of Minfile occurrence 118 identified 
malachite stain in a limestone in proximity-to a felsic to andesitic volcanic. A grab sample gave 
975 ppm copper. Contact relationships should be mapped and could define a target for an oxide 
copper gold deposit. 

Target IV evaluated a low RGS gold (46 ppb) anomaly draining the area of the strongly magnetic 
Hooker Lake stock.. The 2001 sampling showed similar gold (29 ppb) results, Prospecting in the 
creek showed abundant float of a pyritic (>5%) sericitic altered felsic lithology Although rock 
samples were not anomalous in copper~and gold, they may represent a pyritic halo to a buried 
porphyry copper - gold system related to the Hooker Lake stock. Several days of prospecting in 
the area did not uncover much in the way of additional altered or mineralized rock. This is an area 
that warrants more exploration with the assistance of geophysics (mag and IP) to identify targets 
for trenching and drilling. 
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Targets V, VI and VII were defined as gold, antimony, arsenic, anomalies on the south shore of 
Quesnel Lake. Sib 1903, draining an area of gneissic rocks with abundant quartz float was 
strongly anomalous in gold (117ppb). This area should be evaluated early in the 2002 season by 
detailed silt sampling and prospecting. 

The Eaglet Flourspar property was visited on October 27& in the company of Bob Lane, District 
Geologist. The area was found to be underlain by a gneissic generally felsic to siliceous package 
of rock. In part could be best described as a foliated and altered granite. The observed mineral 
assemblage of tluorite, molybdenum lead, zinc, tungsten is best explained by an intrusive (granite) 
relationship. The regional mapping in the area identities other areas of gneissic rocks that grade 
into granite, which could represent targets for similar mineraliition. 

REDGOLD TARGET 
The Redgold target, centred on the Redgold property was subjected to prospecting and 
geochemical (soil and rock) sampling that was funded by this grant. The objective of this work 
was to expand the mineralization in the Quarry area and finding similar targets. The Quarry 
mineralization is hosted by a syenite with a magnetic high and weak chargeability high response. 
The Northeast target had a similar geophysical response in an area of anomalous copper and gold 
in soil and a single mineralized float sample. The 2001 work identified copper mineralization in a 
syenite and syenite breccia that lies within a 1.5 kilometre north -south target extending to the 
original redgold showing in the south. Much of the intervening target ares is covered by 
extensive overburden.. The detailed results of the surveys have been incorporated in the attached 
‘Geochemical Report on the Redgold Property’. 

I 

\ 
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APPENDIX 1 

Geochemical Results - Silt 



r-i 

Durfeld, Geological 
Attention: Rudy Dwfeld 

FYoject: Redgold 

Sample: silt 

Assay:‘- ‘kanada 
8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., VSX 4R6 

Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 

MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

i-.\ 3 
Report No : lVO385 LJ 

Date : Sep-LB-01 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:l HCVHN03 
at 95~ for 2 hours and dllutad to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

Pigs 1 Of 1 Signed: 



1 ~, T&(604)327-3436 
& ~. -Ta1~(604)321-3423 
,.~ 

company: Durfeld Geological 
Pmjst: Redgold 
AtbX Rudy Durfkld 

We hereby certify the following geochemical analysis of 2 silt samples 
submitted sep-10-01 

Sep-18-01 

Spmple AU 
Name wb 
29445s 35 
294459 11 

Pt Pd 
ppb~ ppb 
-3 <5 
<5 4 

Certified by 



(II 
Durfeld Geological 
Attention: Rudy Durfeld 

Assc kanada 
8282 Shdxo&e St, Vancouver, B.C., V5X 4R6 

Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 

x-j~ 
Report No, : IV0503 LJ 

Date : NW-23.01 

Project: 

Sample: silt MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

A .a gm simple Is digerled ~4th 5 ml 37 HCVHNO3 
at 95~ for2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

p.g* 1 011 Signed: 



Geodzemical Anal&s Cer@ate W-0503-LGI 

copnpany: Durfeld Geological 
hj& 
Alw Rudy Dufeld 

We hereby cer+$ tbe following geoehemieal analysis of 3 silt samples 
submitiNov-12-01 

Nov-23-01 

AU Pt Pd 
wb wb ppb 

3 <5 <5 
4 <5 <5 

119 <5 <5 
3001 1 <5 <5 
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APPENDIX 11 

Geochemical Results - Rock 



c-.\ 
Durfeld Ge&gical 
Attention: Rudy Dwfeld 

Reject: Redgold 

Sample: rock 

Assayr ‘, Canada 
8282 Sherbrooke St., , MCOWW, B.C., VSX 4R6 

Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 

MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

,--\ 

Report No : IV0385 RJ 

Date : Sep.18-01 

Sam I8 
NWL 

.& A, i+, BP Be Bi CP Cd ,Co Cr Cu Fe K M Mn MO NP Ni I’ Pb Sb SC Sn Sr TI V W Y Zn Zr 
&n % PP~~ pm ppm ppm % ppm pPm ppm ppm % % 2 ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm 

,,., 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:l HCVHNOJ 
at 95~ for 2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

Page 1 of 1 Signed: 



Assayers Canada 
828i Sherhoke St. 
vancauver, B.C. 
VSXdlU 
Tel: (804) 32%Si.38 

‘Fax (604) 327.3423 

Geochemical Ana&sis Cerdfuate lV-O385-RGl 

compsny: Durfeld Geological 
Pmjazt Redgold 
Aitn: Rudy Durfeld 

We hereby cerrifj, the following geochemical analysis of 19 rock samples 
submitted SeglO-01 

Sep-18-01 

Sample 
Name 
294451 
294452 

Au 
wb 
29 
14 -- 

Pi Pd 
wb wb 

<5 <5 
<5 <5 

,’ 
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Durfeld Geological 
Attention: Rudy Durfeld 

Project: 

Sample: rock 

Ass. hnada 
/--\ 

8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., VSX 4R6 : IV0503 RJ Report No 

Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 ” Date : Nov-23-01 

MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

A .5 gm sample Is digestsd wllh 5 ml 31 KUHN03 
at g5c for 2 hour8 and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

Page 1 Of 1 Signed: &%+- 

6 <5 
4 <5 

-2 r5 
8 -5 

6 <5 

10 6 
24 <5 

44 c5 
20 <5 
-z2 65 
t2 <5 

2 <5 

2 5 

5 

8 

9 

0 

5 

5 

9 
6 

26 

17 

25 

4 
6 

8 



-- __- 

AssayersCanada 
8282SherbmokeSt. 
Vamwuver, B.C. 
VKX 4E6 
Tel: (604) 327-3436 
hx:(604)327-3423 

L%ad& &*b- .EQz& 

Geochemical Ana[vsis Certificate 
Company: Durfeld Geological 
Project 
Arm: Rudy Durfeld 

lV-0503-RGl 

Dee-IS-01 

We hereby cerrifv the following geochemical analysis of 24 mck samples 
submitte4INov-12-01 

AU Pt Pd W Til Nb F CU 
wb wb ppb wm % % PPm x 

3 <5 <5 17 0.001 0.003 1480 
250019 7 <5 11 c5 0.003 0.002 390 
250020 7 <5 6 <5 0.001 <O.OOl 450 
250021 5 6 6 <5 0.002 <O.OOl 310 
250022 4 <5 7 <5 0.005 0.005 670 
250023 3 6 6 <5 0.002 <O.OOl 500 
250024 10 6 12 <5 0.002 <O.OOl >10000 
250025 3 <5 <5 30 <O.OOl co.001 4200 
250026 1 <5 <5 <5 <O.OOl 0.002 >10000 

250027 1 <5 <5 <5 <O.OOl 0.003 >10000 
250028 1 c5 <5 <5 <O.OOl <O.OOl >10000 
250029 1 <5 6 c5 <O.OOl <O.OOl >10000 
250030 2 <5 <5 <5 <O.OOl -co.001 560 

Certified by 



lV-O!503-RG2 

company: 
Rojcd: 

Durfeld Geological 

AUn: Rudy Durfeld 

We hereby certzfy the following gwchemical analysis of 2 rock samples 
submitted Nov-12-01 

Nov-23-01 

Sample AU Pt Pd W TX Nb 
Name wb wb wb PPm % % PPMP 

250031 3 <5 <5 <5 <O.OOl <O.OOl 410 
250032 9 6 7 <5 0.002 <O.OOl 370 

Certijed by & 
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A.) PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 

1) Location 

The Redgold property is located in the Cariboo Mining Division, British Columbia, 60 
kilometres northeast of the city of Williams Lake and 10 kilometres northeast of the community 
of Horsefly (Figure 1). More precisely, it is centred at 52 degrees 28 minutes north latitude and 
12 1 degrees 46 minutes west longitude. (National Topographic System Map 93A/6) 

2) Access and Physiography 

The Redgold property is readily accessible From Williams Lake B.C. via 70 kilometres of paved 
highway to the community ofHorsefly, then 13 kilometres on the Mitchell Bay all-weather gravel 
road, from where seasonal logging roads provide excellent access to all of the property. 

The Redgold property lies in the Quesnel Highland physiographic region of the central B.C. 
interior. This region is characterized by broad valleys and gently rolling hills with elevations on 
the Redgold property ranging Tom 2400 feet (730 metres) to 3200 feet (980 metres) above sea 
level. The north flowing Horsefly River valley bounds the Redgold property on the east, 

The property occurs in a moist vegetative zone dominated by combinations of coniferous 
(pine-spruce-fir-cedar) and deciduous (birch-poplar) forests with variable undergrowth of alder 
and devil’s club. Much of the Redgold property and adjacent lands have been clear-cut logged 
and all slash has subsequently been burnt. This recent logging has greatly improved the access 
and uncovered additional outcrops and rubble for geological evaluation. 

3) Claims 

The Redgold property consists of 7 contiguous modified grid and 1 two-post mineral claims for a 
totat of 55 units, covering some 1375 hectares that were located according to the British 
Columbia Mineral Act (Figure 2). The status of the claims is summarized as: 
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206670 20031106 

1 325558 20060522 

55 
The date of expiry reflects Statement of Work No. 3 173488 filed in Vancouver on November 02, 
2001. 

4) Regional History (Horsefly-Quesnel River Area) 

In 1859 placer gold was discovered, at Quesnel Forks on the Quesnel River, about 3 5 
kilometres northwest of the Redgold property. This discovery sparked the Cariboo gold rush 
which lasted for five years. Placer gold discoveries made during that rush resulted in an 
estimated 3 million ounces of placer gold being recovered from the Cariboo (Boyle 1979). 
During this period the Horsefly River system was subjected to extensive placer mining and 
contributed to this value. There is no record of lode gold production from the Redgold 
property, but past and recent placer mining activity is evidenced by workings along the Horsefly 
River that cuts the eastern edge of the property. 

The Cariboo Bell porphyty copper-gold deposit, subsequently renamed Mount Polley, is located 
16 kilometres to the northwest of the Redgold property, was discovered in 1964 during 
exploration of a prominent aeromagnetic anomaly. Exploration at Mount Polley has been 
ongoing since that time. In July of 1997 Imperial Metals commenced production from the Mount 
Polley deposit, containing 82 million tons grading 0.42 grams/tonne gold and 0.30% copper. 

The discovery of the Cariboo-Bell deposit spurred exploration interest for additional porphyry 
copper deposits in this area of the Quesnel Trough. Exploration targets were defined by 
aeromagnetic anomalies associated with alkalic intrusive complexes. In 1973.Dome Mines’ Ltd 
and Newconex Holdings Ltd located the SL mineral claim group to cover the porphyry 
copper-gold potential of the alkalic Shiko stock. This holding was subsequently reduced and 
transferred to Terramar Mines Ltd., a public company that traded on the Vancouver Stock 
Exchange. In May 1982, Messrs. Durfeld and Morton, while conducting reconnaissance 
exploration in the Shiko Lake area located the SHlK 1 and 2 mineral claims to cover the Redgold 
showing. The Redgold showing is an area underlain by propylitically altered alkalic volcanics 
with disseminated pyrite and chalcopyrite with signi6cant gold values. Since that time the 
property has been expanded to cover the entire Shiko intrusive complex. 

In 1975, during the investigation of a similar aeromagnetic anomaly, Dome Mines Ltd and 
Newconex Holdings Ltd discovered the “QR” (Quesnel River) deposit 32 kilometres northwest of 
the Redgold property. The QR deposit, containing 1,333,OOO tons grading 4.6 grams/tonne gold 
has been in production since 1995. 
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Since 1982, Messrs. Morton and Durfeld and subsequently Sedona Resources, Phelps Dodge, 
and Imperial Metals have conducted programs of geological mapping, rock sampling, geophysical 
surveys (electromagnetic, magnetic and induced polarization) bulldozer trenching and diamond 
drilling. To date this work has covered much of the Shiko alkalic intrusive and volcanic complex. 
This report documents prospecting geological mapping and geochemical (soil and rock) sampling 
these surveys conducted during the 2001 field season and compiles these results with previous 
surveys. 

5) Economic Considerations 

The Redgold property is linked to the city of Williams Lake by eighty-five kilometres of paved 
and all-weather gravel road. The infrastructure at Williams Lake would easily support any 
development in the Redgold area. Hydroelectric lines pass within five kilometres of the Redgold 
property and a reliable supply of water is readily available from the Horsefly River. There 
is adequate area on the Redgold property for mine-mill development and waste or tailings 
disposal. The permitting and recent commissioning of the Mount Polley Mine 16 kilometres to 
the northwest reaffirm the area as favourable to mining activities. 

B.) GEOPHYSICS 

Much of the Redgold property has been subjected to induced polarization and ground magnetic 
surveys. The property is also central to an Airborne Geophysical Survey (HEM-MAG-VLF) 
conducted by Scintrex in 1996. A compilation of the geophysical surveys is integral to detining 
targets for ongoing exploration. 

1) Aeromagnetic and Ground Magnetic Surveys 

The property is centred on a strong positive magnetic high which is somewhat coincident with the 
magnetite rich alkalic Shiko intrusive complex and forms an oblong 1.5 kilometre by 1 kilometre 
northeasterly trending feature. From the northeast corner of the main magnetic body, a one 
kilometre southeasterly trending magnetic high may correspond to a narrower or buried magnetic 
intrusion. 

The is a good correlation between the magnetic features identified by the airborne and ground 
magnetic surveys. The ground magnetic surveys show the more subtle magnetic variations. In 
the quarry area the altered syenite corresponds to a strong magnetic high feature. 

2) Induced Polarization (IP) Surveys 

The IP surveys identify large areas with chargeability high responses mapping sulphide 
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mineralization. Many of the highest chargeability targets have been drill tested and found to 
correlate with 5 to 20% pyrite and little chalcopyrite. 

Work in the Quarry area showed a strong correlation of magnetite rich altered syenitic rocks with 
copper I gold mineralization in an area of a second order chargeability high anomaly on the edge 
of a strong chargeability high. The northeast target was modelled to a similar geophysical 
response. 

C.) GEOCHEMICAL SAMPLING 

During the 2001 field season rock and soil samples were collected from the property area and 
shipped to Assayers Canada in Vancouver where they were analysed for copper, gold, platinum, 
palladium, and multi element ICP. The results are given as appendices I and II of this report and 
plotted on the attached geochemical plans, figures 4B to 7B. 

The 2001 sampling continues to define and refine copper - gold targets. The most significant is 
the mineralized syenite and syenite breccia outcrop in the northeast target 

Although there were areas with anomalous platinum and palladium values, there was no zoning 
defined in the limited sampling.. Analysis of platinum and palladium should be continued to define 
possible relationships to the copper - gold mineralization. 

D.) GEOLOGY 

1.) Regional Geology (Figure 1) 

Geologically, the Redgold property is located in a structural feature known as the Quesnel 
Trough, a 30 kilometre wide, northwest-trending, Early Mesozoic age volcanic-sedimentary belt. 
The Quesnel Trough in the Horsefly area is a fault-bounded region that is flanked to the east by 
Precambrian to Paleozoic rocks of the Barkerville and Slide Mountain terranes and to the west by 
Paleozoic rocks of the Cache Creek terrane. In 1988 Dr. A. Panteleyev of the British Columbia 
Department of Mines completed regional mapping in the property and broader Horsefly area. 

2.) Property Geology 

The Redgold property covers the Shiko stock of alkalic composition that has intruded a series of 
Mesozoic volcanic and sedimentary rocks (Figure 2). The oldest rocks belonging to the Triassic 
to Jurassic Age Takla Group consist of (1) a submarine sequence of augite basalt flows and 
wackes that are overlain by (2) massive felsic tuff breccias which in turn are overlain by (3) a dark 
grey siltstone. The youngest unit (7) is maroon analcite-bearing basalt flows and breccias. 

The Shiko stock is a zoned north to northeasterly trending alkalic intrusive complex consisting of 
(4a) gabbro, grading inward to (4b) augite diorite to (4~) monzonite and (4d) syenite which may 
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in part be coeval with the younger volcanic lithologies. 

Hydrothermal alteration related to the Shiko stock grades outward from a potassic core of K-spar 
and/or secondary biotite, to a propylitic assemblage of chlorite, epidote and/or calcite. Areas of 
intense propylitic alteration are mapped as propylite and highlighted on the detailed geology maps. 
Minor secondary brown hiotite was noted in association with a dioritic intrusion. 

Structural Geology 

The stratigraphy of the Takla group in the Redgold area develops a regional north to 
northwesterly trend. The other main structural direction is as a westerly to northwesterly air photo 
and aeromagnetic linear. Air photo and aeromagnetic data show a strong northeasterly Air photo 
linear that is coincident with offsets in the magnetic data. 

Mineralization 

Mineralization, in order of abundance, occurs as magnetite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, bornite and gold 
Of interest is the pyrite-magnetite zoning that shows a pyrite halo around a magnetic intrusive 
core. In the Quarry area the syenite to monzonite contains up to 10% magnetite with very little 
pyrite. The zones of copper mineralization are as chalcopyrite and bomite with up to 10% 
magnetite and less than 1% pyrite. 

3.) Targets 

Quarry 

In 1993 Pacific G&stone mined fine grained syenite which was used as the pink aggregate for 
the Vancouver Public Library. Visual examination of the quarry by Morton and Durfeld during 
this production identified copper staining and tine disseminated bomite in the syenite. Initial 
analyses of grab samples in the quarry contained up to 1.9% copper and 1.5 gm/T gold. 

The Quarry area was the focus of Imperial Metals work from 1995 to 97. Work by Imperial 
consisted of detailed channel sampling of the Quarry exposure, four diamond drill holes and an 
induced polarization survey. This channel sampling showed values of up to 3260 ppb gold and 
8285 ppm copper over 1 metre. Diamond drill hole 96-02, collared immediately north of the 
channel sampling in the quarry, over 11.9 metres (7.5 to 18.4 metres) averaged 433 1 ppm copper 
and 1885 ppb gold with an included section 0.3 metres section (18.6 to 18.9 metres) of 41104 
ppm copper and 12068 ppb gold. A distinct grain of gold was observed in this high grade section 

The Redgold target is an area of calcareous, propyliticahy altered basalt and felsic tuff with 
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disseminated to blotchy pyrite and chalcopyrite that are locally intruded by monzonite dykes. 
Sections with up to 40% pyrite are noted in the felsic lapilli tuff Surface sampling of float and 
outcrop has returned up to 8250 ppb gold and 18730 ppm copper. A single diamond drill hole, 
90-20, f?om the bottom 2.5 metres (156 to 158.5) assayed 189 ppb gold and 2408 ppm copper. 

The magnetic surveys suggest that the Redgold target is immediately southeast of a buried 
northwesterly trending intrusive. The Induced Polarization survey shows strong chargeability 
anomalies. The 2001 surface sampling confirmed the high copper and gold values, 

Northeast 

One and a half kilometres north - northwest of the Redgold target, diamond drill holes 90-05 and 
08 tested chargeability anomalies on the northern end of the same northwesterly trending 
magnetic anomaly with 362 ppb gold and 2240 ppm copper over 11.7 metres in 90-05 and 2020 
ppb gold and 700 ppm copper over 4 metres in 98-08. Both these holes in the Northeast target 
and 91-20 in the Redgold target cored propylitically altered sediments and volcanics. Recent 
exploration programs considered the relationship of both these zones to a buried intrusive body 
underlying the northwesterly trending magnetic anomaly between them, Mineralized syenite float 
was discovered in 1999 in the area 10900 north and 9800 east. This area was targeted for 
prospecting and soil sampling by the 200 1 survey. 

E.) DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The Redgold property covers the Shiko intrusive and volcanic complex. The property was 
acquired for its potential of hosting an ‘Alkalic Porphyry Copper and/or Gold Deposit’. 

Targets for fLrther exploration have been defined by geology (intrusive lithologies - alteration - 
mineralization) in conjunction with geochemical (rock - soil - core) and geophysics (magnetic and 
induced polarization) surveys. The work to date has tested many of these anomalies with mixed 
results and left some very prospective areas. 

Recent work has identified the Quarry zone that is open in all directions. Of particular interest is 
the mineral zoning of high grade mineralization is seen as bornite and chalcopyrite with 5% 
magnetite and very little pyrite observed in diamond drill hole 96-02. Yet the zone is on the edge 
of a strong chargeability high. The 2010 work confirmed the high copper - gold values in the 
Quarry area which the soil sampling shows to be open to the north. 

The initial Redgold showing was acquired for its potential as a ‘QR’ type deposit hosted in 
propylitically altered calcareous basalts. Modelling suggested a buried target between the 
Redgold and Northeast targets. 

Prospecting and soil sampling on the northeast target, defined as a magnetic high and weak 
chargeability anomaly with copper and gold in soil, showed this anomaly to be centred on a 
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chalcopyrite and magnetite mineralized syenite and syenite breccia that lies within a 1.5 kilometre 
north -south target extending to the original redgold showing in the south. Much of the 
intervening target area is covered by extensive overburden.. 



APPENDIX 1 

Geochemical Results. - Soil 










































